Dispersive shock waves have been a subject of active recent research in physics with the exception of waves in solids. In this work, we study the propagation of longitudinal undular bore generated by fracture in a pre-strained elastic bar. Pointwise high-speed photoelasticity is used to measure the strain as a function of time at different points along the bar, while the Gardner equation is derived to describe the wave propagation. We suggest a theoretical procedure for the fitting of unknown material parameters at high strain rates encountered in our experiments, and show that the observed wave has the features of an undular bore. This opens new avenues for the studies and applications of dispersive shock waves.
Undular bores (or dispersive shock waves (DSWs)) are waves propagating as an oscillatory transition between two different basic states. Such waves have been observed and extensively studied in classical and quantum fluids, optics, and several other areas (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and references therein). In this letter we report an observation and modelling of the undular bore generated by fracture in a prestrained waveguide, which opens new opportunities for the studies of DSWs, as well as offering a new framework for the studies and applications of waves propagating in solids, with possible adaptation of our experiments to the processes at micro-and nano-scales.
There exists experimental evidence that polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) supports nonlinear waves [7] [8] [9] . We use PMMA because of its convenient optical properties, but otherwise the results are relevant to many nonlinearly elastic materials. Understanding the dynamic properties of plastics is also important in its own right due to their wide range of applications. In particular, PMMA is the material of choice for windshields of most modern aircraft [10] , which must withstand the effect of the waves that occur as a result of possible fracture.
In this letter we are concerned only with the propagation of the waves, treating the measurement close to the fracture site as a given initial condition for the model equations and aiming to obtain an accurate description of the observed evolution further along the waveguide. We are not concerned with the mechanics of fracture.
Experimental arrangement. PMMA bars (3 × 10 × 750 mm 3 ) cut from the same sheet of material were loaded at a constant strain rate of 3×10 −3 s −1 until fracture, using a tensile testing machine (TTM, Instron 3345). The bar was pre-notched with a knife blade run across both sides of the 10 mm wide sides of the sample, 100 mm away from one of the ends. Once loaded into the TTM, the length of the sample between the grips was 700 mm and the notch was set 50 mm above the lower grip. A schematic can be seen in Fig. 1 , in horizontal configuration.
As PMMA exhibits transient birefringence [11] , a * Corresponding author: K.Khusnutdinova@lboro.ac.uk bright-field circular polariscope (CP) was used to measure the longitudinal strain in the bar. The CP consists of a He-Ne laser source (632.8 nm, 30 mW) coupled to a polarization maintaining single mode optical fibre (PMF, with FC-APC coupling), a short focal length lens that collimates the beam to a diameter of 1 mm, a circular polarizer (P), a circular analyser (A) and a photodetector (PD, Thorlabs DET36A/M, 350 -1100 nm, 12 MHz bandwidth). The optical setup is mounted on a platform (indicated in shaded grey in Fig. 1 ) that can slide along the PMMA bar. The use of a PMF ensures that environmental vibrations do not introduce strain-induced birefringence in the fibre, and intensity changes measured by the photodetector are only caused by changes of strain in the bar. A simple triggering circuit was made by using brittle conductive ink across the notch and connecting it to a 1 kΩ resistor and a 5 V DC power supply. The photodetector signal and the voltage V trig are measured with a digital oscilloscope (not shown). Data acquisition is triggered by a rising edge in V trig at fracture, which is taken as time t = 0. Strain evaluation. The light intensity at the photodetector is given by The pre-strain, post-strain (temporary residual strain due to viscous relaxation) and load at breaking at each recorded distance. Mean and standard deviations of the pre-strain is κ = 0.0109 ± 0.0015 and post-strain κ t = 0.0012 ± 0.00021.
where f σ is the fringe constant of the material, I 0 is the intensity of the laser beam entering the sample, N is the fringe number and h is the sample thickness [12] . The small experimental strains are reconstructed in the approximation of the biaxial Hooke's
Law
, consistent with the assumptions that waves are long compared to h and weakly nonlinear, made below. Here, E and ν are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the PMMA, σ x and σ y are the stresses in the longitudinal and transverse directions, whilst x and y are the respective strains. In our experiment, σ y = 0, which yields y = −ν x and σ x = E x . Thus (1) becomes
Results. Over a series of 12 experiments, the CP was positioned between 0.05 m and 0.5 m from the notch with 0.05 m increments. Details of the measurements are given in Table I . The strain profiles are shown in Fig. 2 after they have been convolved with a window corresponding to 4 µs and normalised against their prestrain κ at which fracture occurred. The profiles at 0.05 m and 0.1 m used for parameter fitting are each averages of two tests performed at the same distance.
There is a period of nearly-constant strain κ after fracture whilst the release wave travels from the fracture site to the laser beam. The strain then decreases at a rate of approximately 800 s −1 . The strain does not relax to zero in this time scale which can be seen clearly in the 0.05 m profile. It takes in the order of seconds for total relaxation to be achieved, and there are no signs of plasticity at relevant distances. We refer to this temporary strain κ t as the post-strain. One can see two fluctuations in the strain behind the release wave with speeds of around 2200 m s −1 and 1345 m s −1 . The slower wave has been found to be a shear wave by using high speed digital image correlation and the grid method [13] , so is not captured by the model. The oscillatory features of an undular bore develop immediately after the strain decreases due to the faster release wave. The peak strain rate during the high to low transition in this part of the bore is approximately 200 s −1 . Extended Boussinesq type model. We extend the derivation developed in [14] . The waveguide is an isotropic elastic bar of rectangular cross section S =
We assume that the bar is in the initial equilibrium state and introduce the Lagrangian Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), where Ox is directed along the bar through the centre of each cross section area S. We consider the action functional
is the Lagrangian density per unit volume, t is time, V is a space domain occupied by the waveguide, U = {u, v, w} is the displacement vector in the coordinates (x, y, z).
The Lagrangian density L is given by the difference of kinetic T and potential Π energy densities, L = T − Π = ρ(∂U/∂t) 2 /2 − ρΠ(I k ), where ρ is the material density, and I k = I k (C) are the invariants of Cauchy-Green's deformation tensor C = [∇U + (∇U) T + (∇U) T ∇U]/2:
We consider compressible isotropic elastic materials and use the 9-constant model for Π [15] ,
where λ and µ are Lame's coefficients, and l, m, n, ν i , where i = 1, 4 are Murnaghan's moduli. The model equation for the long weakly nonlinear longitudinal waves is obtained in the approximation of the planar cross section hypothesis and approximate relations for the transverse displacements [16] : u = u(x, t), v = −yνu x , w = −zνu x . We assume the same scalings as in the rigorous asymptotic theory developed for a waveguide with simpler cylindrical geometry in [17, 18] . Then, up to appropriate quartic terms,
where the coefficients β, γ and γ 1 are given by β = 3E + 2l + 4m − 12lν + 6(n − 2m + 4l)ν 2 is regularised to remove the short-wave instability [19] and differentiated with respect to x, yielding an extended Boussinesq type equation
where 2γ f 2 f ξ = 0, to avoid secular terms in the expansion. Returning to dimensional variables we obtain the Gardner equation
where β is the dispersion coefficient. Whilst ρ and ν are relatively well established for most materials, Murnaghan's moduli are not. The third-order moduli have been measured at low strain rates in [20] . This work and experiments in [7, 8] and [21] have given evidence that β < 0 for PMMA. Young's modulus of PMMA increases with increasing strain rates [22, 23] . Therefore, it is likely that β and γ are also strain rate dependent. In what follows we are not concerned with the expressions for the nonlinearity coefficients in terms of Murnaghan's moduli (since the latter are unknown for the conditions of our experiment), but instead use β and γ as the fitting coefficients, alongside E (known from [23] , and used as a control parameter). The value of ν is less 
where x 0 = 0.05 m. This is used for all three models that we can obtain from (4) and can be seen in Fig. 3(a) . The 'slope'L (transition time) and shift η 1 were found by numerically fitting (5) to the experimental strain at 0.05 m in the region e ∈ [0.33, 0.45] using the lsqnonlin function in MATLAB [24] . This region was chosen as the bore develop from it, and gave η 1 = 2.3 × 10 −5 s and L = 2.63×10 −6 s. A least squares fitting that used all experimental data was attempted, but proved unsuccessful as the results produced parameters giving no oscillations at relevant times. Therefore, the constants E, β and γ were determined by the theoretical method outlined below.
We assume for initial condition (5) that the dispersive term in (4) is initially small in comparison to the nonlinear terms. Thus the initial evolution is governed by the hyperbolic equation e x + 1 c0 e t − β
e 2 e t = 0, which can be solved analytically by the method of characteristics. In particular we find that the wave speed at e = const is given by
By choosing three distinct points on the initial profile that match the experimental curve, we find the unknown parameters by requiring that those points are mapped correctly onto the experimental strain profile at the next recorded distance (0.1 m). We chose the fitted region (e ∈ [0.33, 0.45]) and divided this region into N p − 1 equal intervals. The end points of all intervals form a set of N p points. For each N p = 3, 10, we found parameters for the C Np k = Np! k!(Np−k)! possible triples of points and took the average. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . All parameters have a flat minimum at N p = 7 indicating that the fitting errors are close to zero (i.e. in the vicinity of these values dE ≈ 0, dβ ≈ 0, dγ ≈ 0). We verified the structural stability of this fitting method by giving a small perturbation to the region (e ∈ [0.335, 0.445]), which led to similar results. Finally, to average out errors related to a particular realisation of the discretisation, we took the average of the parameter values at N = 6, 7, 8 as E G = 5.11 GPa, β G = −69.9 GPa and γ G = 6060 GPa. Note that β is negative and all values of the control parameter E found fall within the range of values 5.0 − 5.3 GPa measured experimentally at similar strain rates to what we encounter in [23] . Our assumptions can now be validated as we find that = 0.145,δ 2 = 0.005 andγ 2 = 0.306 (e 0 ∼ 0.01, l 0 ∼ 0.03 m). The Gardner solution is shown in Fig. 3(b) .
The linearised model is obtained by omitting both nonlinear terms from (4) . Using the result in [25] , the solution of the linearised equation e x + 1 c0 e t − δ 2 2c 3 0 e ttt = 0, with the initial condition (5) is found as
and Ai is the Airy function. We used this solution to find the effective value of E to best match the experimental data at x = 0.1 m, giving E lin = 5.05 GPa. Finally, the KdV model is obtained by allowing β to enter (4), whilst still excluding the cubic nonlinear term. Here we did not fit the parameters, but used the values of E and β taken from compression strain wave experiments on PMMA as E KdV = 5.27 GPa and β KdV = −15.9 GPa [7] . Results of the linear and KdV evolution are shown in Fig. 3(c) . Discussion. All model equations were solved numerically with a pseudo-spectral method using 4000 points. Fourth-order Runge-Kutta method was used with the spatial step of 1 × 10 −4 m, and a rising slope was added sufficiently far away to the left by the introduction of another error function for periodicity.
The comparison of the key characteristics of the experimentally observed waves and all theoretical models is shown in Fig. 5 . All three models capture, with differing accuracy, the main features of the developing bore under the conditions of our experiment, although, importantly, one has to use different values of the effective parameters E, β and γ. In particular, a simple analytical linear bore solution (6) can be used as an approximation to the observed initial evolution of the weakly nonlinear undular bore at distances up to approximately 0.5 m for the initial strains around 0.01 and initial slopes of 800 s −1 with the effective value of E lin = 5.05 GPa. The speed of the lower part of the release wave and evolution of the amplitude of the first minimum are better captured by the nonlinear 'Gardner-minus' equation with E G = 5.11 GPa, β G = −69.9 GPa and γ G = 6060 GPa (except around 0.45 − 0.5 m), even for the relatively small strains and gentle slopes present in our experiments. We note that the reduced value of E lin compared to the value of E G is consistent with the linearisation of the Gardner equation around the average value of the pre-strain of the profile at the distance 0.01 m used to fit parameters of both models. At distances around 0.45 − 0.5 m there appears a noticeable slope in the tail of the bore caused by viscous relaxation and not captured by the model. In the present modelling viscosity was taken into account only as the temporary constant post-strain in order to minimise the number of fitted parameters. We also note that the sign of the pre-strain is important. In the case of the PMMA, an undular bore would be replaced by a rarefaction wave if the pre-strain was of opposite sign (compression) because of the negative sign of the coefficient of quadratic nonlinearity β. From the studies of undular bores described by the KdV and Gardner equations [26, 27] , the behaviour of the wave strongly depends on the initial strain and slope (i.e. strain rate) of the release wave and will result, for greater values of both, in significant increase of the amplitude of oscillations. Such waves could be present in the signals generated by earthquakes, fracking and other similar events in situations involving transverse fracture of an appropriately pre-strained waveguide.
Conclusion. Features of an undular bore have been observed, for the first time, in a laboratory experiment with release waves generated by high speed fracture. Reduced mathematical models with theoretically fitted parameters have been developed that included up to 3rd order nonlinear terms (though not viscoelasticity). Good semi-quantitative agreement has been obtained between all three models and experiment, with appropriately fitted, and different, effective moduli. Further experiments are required at higher strain rates and/or over longer distances (with the extension of the models to include viscoelasticity) to determine the long-time development of undular bores in weakly nonlinear elastic waveguides, as well as the limitations of the models.
